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We are a company with long-standing professionals in the areas of 
construction and marketing of real estate and hotel properties in Europe and 
the Caribbean.

Currently our projects are basically dedicated to the development of projects in 
tourist areas of the Dominican Republic.

We have the experience and trajectory of our leaders for twenty years in the 
business of construction, marketing and related services.
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We focus on building a foundation of trust with all our related through the coherence 
of our values in all internal processes and external.

RELIABILITY: respect, truthfulness, honesty and fulfillment of our commitments and 
obligations; They are our operational banner with clients, partners, work teams, business 
partners and related parties.

TRANSPARENCY: we maintain a practical control of all processes and records to 
prevent any doubt in the legal and financial results of the company.

PROFESSIONALISM: we perform and train under a personal ethics policy that is reflected 
in our work capacity, discipline, continuous training, perseverance and interest.

QUALITY AND GUARANTEE: through our own experience, technical capacity and that of 
our commercial allies, we focus on delivering a final product that meets customer 
expectations based on commitments and agreements.

INNOVATION: for the continuous improvement of our processes and results, we keep an 
open mind to investigate and receive the ideas of all those related to the processes: 
clients, team, allies and related.

RECIPROCITY: the value of what is received will always be shared and will go back for 
the benefit of our clients, partners and allies.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY: we include in each of our projects, materials and techniques 
that contribute to the conservation and sustainable use of the environment. Likewise, we 
are always attentive to being a contributing factor to the communities that are 
established in the environment of our projects.
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We cover all phases of the development process and our team is prepared to 
manage projects in different destinations, from the choice of properties to 
personalized design adapted to each environment. With the study and 
preparation of the soil we ensure the quality and safety of the construction and 
we have a technical team for the equipment and decoration of the buildings. 
With all this we make sure to offer properties that guarantee the investment of 
our clients.

We are focused on the best use of top quality techniques and materials, to offer             
attractive finishes for the national and foreign market.

At the choice and for the comfort of our clients, we offer the TURN KEY SERVICE, 
which promotes the delivery of fully furnished units with high quality standards.

Our added value is closely aligned with the creation of commercial, service, 
social and recreational areas that complement the investment of the residents 
of each real estate complex.

CONSTRUCTION�
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We responsibly dedicate ourselves to all real estate management processes 
that involve investment, promotion, consignment, intermediation, 
representation, rental and sale; counting on a legal team to carry out all the 
procedures and permits in a reliable way for all parts of the business.

We have commercial and financial allies that allow us accompany our 
clients in different financing options.

COMMERCIALIZATION

We offer a Rental Pool program that offers our clients and owners the option 
of choosing between a fixed or variable income program, which guarantees a 
return on investment at different rates.

RENTAL POOL
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We advise project developers in all phases of the contractual negotiation 
process and relations with the Hotel Operation companies:

a. We analyze, elaborate and we 
evaluate the Operation plans Hotel, 
including budgets of operation.

b. We are the interface between the 
Hotel Operator and the companies, to 
ensure compliance with the standards 
required in the contracts.

c. We have a team specialized in 
preparation, review, budget and 
acquisition of FF&E (Furniture, Fixtures & 
Equipment), focused on architectural 
design required in each project and 
equally way we take care of the OS&E 
planning and procurement (Operating 
Supplies & Equipment; to ensure that 
each of the operational areas of the 
works properly. 

d. Facilitate the entire process of 
acquisitions with a network of allies 
strategic to create aesthetic and 
comfortable environments in hotels, 
guaranteeing attractive design 
proposals for clients; in addition to 
functional products and equipment to 
ensure the tangible part of the 
operation and service.

e. “Asset Manager” in front of the 
Operator Hotelier, in order to ensure, 
control and assist the Hotel Operation in 
a way efficient.

�
 HOTEL OPERATION
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We have developed our projects for more than 20 years, in different cities of Italy and 
the Dominican Republic:

CHIAVENNA: 2007-2010
•  Vicolo del Pere: 30 units
• Via Reguscio: 40 units and 60 parking spaces
• LE MERVAVIGLIE: 60 units
• PARKING: 140 units

MADESIMO: 2011/2013
• SKI HOME: 6 VILLAS

MILANO: 2010-2012
• VIA AGUDIO : 18 units and 40 parking
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Facciata Sud-Est su via Agudio

Le linee di questo edificio sono pulite, essenziali e allo 
stesso tempo armoniose. Le finestre arretrate rispetto alla 
facciata “sospesa” conferiscono un tono sontuoso ed ele-
gante al volume dello stabile.
Le geometrie strutturali del lato Sud-Est danno dinamicità 
all’edificio, interrompendo lo schema monotono.
L’attico costituisce la nota di pregio di questo intervento: 
ospita spazi di collegamento con verande e serre, che uni-
scono con equilibrio le zone a cielo aperto a quelle coperte.
L’edificio dispone anche di box interrati, cantine, un’area 
posteggio all’aperto, impianti moderni ed è concepito per 
essere classificato in categia energetica A.

11SKIHOME

SKIHOME IL PROGETTO

Quattro ville indipendenti ed esclusive,  
nel centro storico e collegate alla pista Montalto.

SkiHome_Okversione sauna_ok.indd   11 7-03-2010   13:04:44



SANTO DOMINGO
• THE PALM TREES: 90 units 2007-2010
• THE STARS: 32 units 2009-2011

BAYAHIBE: 
• DREMSS DOMINICUS LA ROMANA 2012-2015
478 hotel rooms
100 apartments

ISLA SAONA: 2011-2016
• Tourist Operation: Beach Club Development with FF&E operations -
• Average Service: 500 people per day

BOCA CHICA
• MOUTH PARADISE: 2019-2023
208 units
Apple I: delivered 2020
In development block II-III-IV

PLAYA NUEVA ROMANA: 
• MAR E LAGO - Currently under development 2021-2022
28 Villas
3 Luxury Houses
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PUNTA CANA
• UNIQUE: 80 units 2022-2023
• WAVE: 148 units 2022-2024

LAS TERRENAS 
• PORTOFINO: 2022-2024
   Stage 1: 77 units
   Stage 2: 75 units
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During the years 2018, 2019, 2020 and 2021; we have shown that thanks to values 
of our organization we grow in the situations that arise present, adapting to the 
new times, recovering and going out strengthened.

In this sense, in recent years we have rapidly developed Our projects within the 
tourist areas of the Dominican Republic.
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It has a privileged location on the splendid Boca Chica beach, just 10 minutes 
from the International Airport of the Americas and 30 minutes from the Capital 
Santo Domingo.

It is a project with avant-garde design, which is made up of townhouses 
and apartments, developed in four stages:

The first stage consists of 26 Townhouses (delivered)�
The second stage consists of 26 Townhouses (delivery 
date: Dec 2021)��
The third stage consists of 32 Townhouses (delivery date: 
Dec 2022)��
The fourth stage consists of 96 apartments and 22 
studios (delivery date 2023)�
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In a safe and quiet environment, it is a residential complex with a modern, 
avant-garde and functional design that has several terraces, large social areas 
and a lush green area.

It is made up of 28 Townhouses, located within the Playa Nueva Romana 
complex in the "La Romana" area, one of the most fascinating places 
visited by tourists.

The Project is located just forty minutes from the Aeropuerto Internacional Las 
Américas, one hour and twenty minutes from Punta Airport Cana and one hour 
from the Capital of Santo Domingo; that is, a location privileged to visit all the 
beauties that the Dominican Republic has to offer.

The location of the Mar -e- Lago Residences complex is enviable, with its strip of 
private beach, the private club facing the long coastline and the golf courses 
within the project. It takes 20 minutes by car to reach the East Park, famous for 
its white beaches and for the day trips that go to the Island of Saona and the 
beach of Juan Dolio, an ideal solution to spend unforgettable days in the sea.

The Playa Nueva Romana complex complements the excellent location of our 
Mar e Lago Residences, with 2.5kms of Private Beach, Beach Club, Golf Club 
House, Golf Courses, 24 hour private security
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Punta Cana is a romance in the best style of the Caribbean Sea, an encounter 
with wonderful beaches, where the wind caresses the coconut palms located 
along its extensive coastline and rest. Punta Cana is synonymous with relaxation 
and rest, which turns every moment into an unforgettable experience. The 
perfect escape to a paradise of soft white sand and beautiful crystal blue sea.

Our UNIQUE complex of 80 apartments  with an avant-garde design within the 
large urban complex VISTACANA located 10 minutes from the Punta Cana 
International Airport in the Dominican Republic and 5 minutes from the most 
beautiful beaches of turquoise waters in the Caribbean

It is a modern city that will house exclusive groups of residential communities, 
educational centers, commercial areas, hotels and different accommodation 
systems, green areas for recreation and recreation and sports areas that include 
a golf course, ecological trails for running or cycling. lakes for the practice of 
sport fishing and the development of aquatic activities offering a contemporary 
lifestyle with a green conscience.
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Also located in Vista Cana, we will put on the market 148 units divided between 
town houses and apartments with avant-garde design and first-class finishes.
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BOCA PARAISO

Location: Boca Chica
Stage I - 26 Town Houses
Stage II - 26 Town Houses
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WAVE

Location: Punta Cana - Vistacana
Full Delivery - 52 Town Houses and
                        96 Apartments
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BOCA PARAISO

Location: Boca Chica
Stage III - 32 Town Houses

MAR E LAGO

Location: La Romana - Playa Nueva Romana
Full Delivery - 28 Villas
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BOCA PARAISO

Location: Boca Chica
Stage IV - 124 Studios and Apartments

UNIQUE

Location: Punta Cana - Vistacana
Full Delivery - 80 Apartments
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The Terrenas is one of the most important tourist cities in the northeast part of 
the Dominican Republic, located on the Samaná peninsula. It is known for having 
beautiful beaches, starting with the central beach the Terrenas, and 
accompanied by other beaches, such as: Bonita, Cosón and the Ballenas. It is 
also visited for its beautiful keys in front of the coast that have underwater 
caverns, such as the Dudu cave.
All these natural beauties complemented by the strip of Fishermen's Village near 
the sea, makes the Terrenas an attractive place, since it is lined with bars and 
restaurants with many outdoor spaces and in contact with the Caribbean 
nature.

The master plan has two 
stages:

1st. 77 units: 2022-2024.
2nd. 75 units: 2024-2025.


